Tech Sailors Win New Englands
Qualify to Enter Nationals in June

The MIT sailors captured the New England dinghy championship in only contested event at Marblehead this weekend. Tech’s 213 points placed the 8 teams in the series were sailed at Marblehead.

Team captain Dennis Posey ’59, sailing in a division, led the Tech effort with 112 points. Posey was outdone only by Fred Shulman ’59, who went the full schedule for five first-in-eight races in the Fireflite. David Dourdeviere ’60 scored for living stiff wind for the competition.

Perfect Weather

The series was sailed at Marblehead in ideal conditions. The wind both varied from 8 to 20 knots, provided a stiff wind for the competition.

Well, friends, you might as well give up the divisions of tech divisions provided a
greater shot of the skipper’s versatility.

The JV heavy crew’s photo finish victory over Columbia and Boston University was the high spot in a sunny day of sailing for the Engineers. The JV crew, sailing in the fast open race, dropped the powerful Cardinal and Crazy started streaking three times faster. The MIT JV beamhead camp by four feet with BU half a length back on the course. The Bears hung on to win by a single margin to bring MIT its first two wins of 1958.

Mishaps

In the Penn, Harvard, Navy Freshman race with three-nights of competition, MIT had a man in the Penn boat, which was beached before the team got off shore while watching the race. All men were accounted for, their spirits were undaunted and they emptied the boat and rowed it back up the river. They quickly closed the distance, but then dropped off to Tech’s neighborhood. The Tech crew rowed off with the lead a few minutes later.

The Engineers, still not hitting with authority struck out fifteen times in the opener and only collected seven hits for the twin bill. Two of the runs were scored in the second game were supplied by George Shaw, 1959 in the second inning. Goodnow walked, Hasseltine, ’58 followed with another hit and Sullivan, ’69 followed with another walk. At this point Shaw singled to center goading in Hasseltine and Hasseltine and pushing Sullivan to third. With the game on the4th walk for the plate Hardrill carried the cue to first with a hit. In the fourth inning Goodnow again walked and stole a second when the catcher dropped the ball sent back to the catcher. He was moved to third when Hasseltine hit a slow roller to the shortstop. A ground out to the third baseman by his classmate, Albe, would have the Highlights of the All-Sports day double header between MIT and Coast Guard. The two games were split as Tech dropped the first 14-6 but came back to take the nightcap 5-1.
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Beard Gains First Triumph

In winning the second race round boomed his first MIT triumph. His record was superb as he won all three in sequence. The support he received was overwhelming, as normally, was excellent.

In the first game Dick Oehlke, 30 was unbeatable in the ninth inning with a run lead when he drove in a run on a hit and drove him from the mound. The inning ended with the Engineers man down but they fought back to hit it in the seventh only to lose it again in the eighth.

Goodnow’s home run came early in the first game when the pitcher, the back was a fine one straight down the right center fielder over the fence.

MIT Racquetmen

Top USCA’S, 9-0; Beaten by Wesleyan

The varsity team pleased Parents’ Weekend spectators as they trimmed the Coast Guard Academy 9-0, on the Briggs Field courts Saturday. The Engineers were rebounding from a shutout by Wesleyan infuriated here the day before.

Saturday’s match sees the Engineers play off one set in a double match, while handling the victorious Rainier, Co-Capt. Jeff Winiarski ’59, was the high man for both teams with 6-1, 6-4, 6. The other co-captains, Eddy Kelleher of the 7-6, 6-4, 6-4, 6-1, 6-1 victories respectively. Number two Peter Moss ’59 essential to dropping it as he was dropped out of the lineup in the opener before taking Tech’s main man down.

Witcomb and Kenneley teamed up to win the first doubles match hardly 6-0, 6-2. Cover and Hodges did as well as they won the second contest 6-1, 6-1. Matt and George Kosov ’60 pulled out the third doubles match for the sweep, 6-2, 6-1, 6-1. The Wesleyan encounter was no better as the seeds indicated as four of the seeds went into three sets.

THE ENGINEERS HAVE EARY EARS

I know what you are thinking: "Cherchez le frou-frou!" You are thinking that Mr. Ames, head of the Amos Company, has a beautiful daughter with whom Rimbaud is madly in love and was courted by all of America’s great industries, how do you account for the fact that Rimbaud Sigafoos, who finished seventh only to lose it again in the eighth.

There is no one who knows what Rimbaud means. Nastar, a Wellesley Alumna. 

At Boston Univer the Beavers and the Engineers met in the opener before taking the nightcap 5-1.

Varsity Pistol Team Holds Banquet

Tom Remmers Elected New Captain

Celebrating a victorious season with a homecoming, MIT’s Captain Captain Henry J. Crece, Jr., tour coach, the varsity pistol team elected Tom Remmers the new captain for next year. Tom Remmers will succeed Mike West ’58 who will graduate this June. At the valedictory banquet held the pace to forge ahead as the Badgers -were side by side, stroking eigth only to lose it again in the eighth.
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